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About This Game

JAM STUDIO VR

UNLEASH YOUR INNER MUSICIAN & FEEL THE THRILL

• Anyone, at any age, can create and perform music.
  - No complicated learning curve or music making experience required.

  - Play virtual instruments of all kinds.
  - Play like a DJ - make beats & loops.

  - It's great family fun, from children to seniors!

• Includes 23 interactive songs across all music genres.

• Featuring songs by superstar artists Miley Cyrus, Jonas Brothers, and rap icon Flo Rida, Grammy-nominated guitarist Craig
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Chaquico, acclaimed jazz saxophonist Euge
  Groove, and legendary Megadeth bassist David Ellefson.

• Record & share your masterpieces with your friends and family.

• Many additional interactive music songs are available via in-app purchases, including a variety of Disney, Artist & Original
content bundles.

GREAT FAMILY FUN

• Great inclusive family fun for kids, teens, young adults, parents, seniors, and people of all ages and abilities.

• A broad range of additional family oriented interactive songs are available for all interest and tastes via in-app purchase.

INCLUDES EDUCATION & HEALTH CARE BUNDLE

• Provides a broad range of physical, cognitive, sensory, communicative, life skill, and
  social/emotional therapeutic exercises and experiences to share with family, friends, and

  professionals.

• Includes 3 music instrument games, one music appreciation game (Rock Genre), one music fundamentals game (Notes), 4 life
skill & learning games, 5 life skill & learning tutorial songs, and 1 fun story book song.

• Includes a broad range of life, basic education and learning skill lesson plans and songs for
  young children as well as individuals of all ages with a wide range of disabilities and special

  needs.

• Includes a Learning & Therapy Overview Guide, and a professional therapy protocol guide is
  available via in-app purchase.

• A broad range of additional interactive music and educational songs are available for all family members and taste via in-app
  purchase.

Benefits families with young children and teens as well as individuals with various disabilities and special needs, such as Down
Syndrome, Autism, Muscular Dystrophy, Cerebral Palsy, Spinal Cord Injuries, Intellectual Impairment, Physical Impairment,

and much more.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Jam Studio VR
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Beamz Interactive, Inc.
Publisher:
Beamz Interactive, Inc., Vive Studios
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2017
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English,Simplified Chinese
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Math....you gotta love it..... Game crashes every time I try to start it.. Hi fans of high quality gaming!

My guess is that you, like me, found this game via playing something from the Commandos or Desperados series. No point in
lots of jubberish then. These are my thoughts about the game in different categories. OK. Let's Go!

Gameplay

I'll start with the most important part - Gameplay. It is very good and feels like it could have been an early Commandos or
Desperados game. I certainly got the feeling I have been searching for which I did not get playing "Commandos: Destination
Berlin", "Desperados 2 Cooper's Revenge" or "Helldorado". One new touch in this game is the "Tactics"-mode which allows
several characters to act simultaneously. That might not be perfect or take a lot of practice. I'll honestly didn't use it much unless
I really needed to. Otherwise the game flows really well. One advice though.. Use different camera angles all the time. This
game has a lot more details in the scenary than earlier similar games. Also the game moves in a slighty faster pace. You can
finish certain areas in a fast way (good or bad? You tell me).

Story

A friend asked me about the story. In the beginning there isn't much of a one but about halfway in the game things start to
happen. It is not a prize-winning story but totally all right.

Graphics

I guess the game could have been much more advanced but I am glad it is not. It has a retro-feeling over it while stil having lots
of details and different scenary. Somebody might ask for better graphics but really didn't bother me at all. I certainly don't play
these types of games from the graphics.

Characters

The abilities of the characters are often very similar to what Commandos or Desperados offers. However I feel like several was
very strong and perhaps a bit to similar which take away from the strategy aspect. The personalities are spot on and perhaps my
favorite part about the game. They have different lines for different levels instead of just saying "sure" or "getting it done" all
the time. They also use conversations at times which really make the game feel more alive. I found myself smiling often. My
favorite here is "The Sniper".

Enemy, Enemy, Enemy!

There are three basic forms of enemies in the game. The normal guy who is far to easy. If the whole game would consist of this
guy it wouldn't be much of challenge. Then there are slighty smarter enemies who you can't lure as easily. At last there are a
character that instantly make the level harder. In Commandos I used to call the little guy leading the troops for "mini-Hitler".
Well.. This guy isn't mini, I'll say that. This make the game rather uneven. Sometimes it is to easy. Other times a bit to difficult
unless you saved special equipment (which there aren't much of). I would loved to see more types of enemies. The game
certainly put lots of effort in details so why not make more enemies of different kinds?

Missions

There are lots of things going on in each mission. Sometimes the rules changed during the mission. Something happens and you
have to think or act a bit different. This was most often a very nice touch. At times it got a bit too easy though. I played on
"normal" difficulty and I think could have managed under bigger pressure although some spots are very hard as it is. Putting it
into higher gear might make you fail and need to start over. Which isn't fun in this type of game. I personally don't have time for
that... Playing the same level over again just because you wasted special equipment on the "wrong" enemy. The game is also
rather short. I wouldn't mind a few missions extra.

Last "Boss"
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I can't really recall much of the last levels of Commandos but I do remember the last one from Desperados: Wanted Dead or
Alive. A nice boss.. In theory. Didn't work at all in the game. I hate that damn boss, lol. However this game have a unique end
and much more fitting.

Famous Last words

As I write this there has been two decades flying by since I played the Commandos demo from a PC Magazine and many years
since I played any of the similar games I love. Is this as good or what I hoped for? Yes. I think so. Some might not like that the
game is a bit more action-oriented (instead of strategic) but this isn't even in the exact same series as either Commandos or
Desperados. It stands on it's own and the further along you get in the game the more similar to the old games it does feel. The
first level didn't feel so at all though since it is very linear. Don't judge it on that one level if you ever try it out. Also the details
might take away some of the strategic thinking but it is still a nice touch as making it a bit different if you not need it to be
exactly like other games mentioned.

Grade

A solid 4 out of 5.

Desperados III is under production and as I understand more Commandos games in the future to come. If they make them in the
vein of this game I'm buying them without much thought. I really enjoyed this one.

Are you ready to yet again go... Behind Enemy Lines? Up do you my friend!. I honestly wasn't expecting much, but SoulCraft is
just fun enough to play in short bursts. It is very easy to pick up and put down being that the average quests takes 3 to 5 minutes
to complete. The crafting system and items\/equipment aren't nearly as fleshed out as most other hack n' slash rpgs, but they add
a decent enough touch. The game does get very repetitive though. There aren't many level designs and after killing the same 5
mob types for an hour boredom will start to set in.

Don't expect an epic Titan Quest type adventure, but for $4.00 it's worth it for the short mindless pick-up and go sessions. Want
27 achievements for a dollar?

Me neither.. The game states that its a rhythm game but many of the stages follow more of a "read and reaction" gameplay
rather than keeping a beat or rhythm. If you are looking for a toe tapping beat game you'll find very little of that here.. superb,a
bit difficult at first finding your feet with the cards but once it clicks its fantastic
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this game is fun when u play it with friends. i finally know where i live on a map
10\/10 would click on states again. no cancer community because no one uses mics

10\/10. This game is a joke. I'll just list everything that is bad about it.
-Quite a bit of the artwork and animations are poor.
-The level design is basic.
-The enemies are either incredibly easy\/bugged or are only hard because they are annoying.
-The gold drop rate seems low so if you want to buy stuff you have to spend a bunch of time mindlessly farming the spawner
minions in the first level.
-There is no strategy, it is just hold down left click and occasionally move based on certain enemy attacks. Maybe this changes
later on in the game but I just couldn't sit through the tedious starting levels to find out.
-The music is actually enjoyable but the clips are pretty short and they just play at random intervals with nothing in between

There are many other better, and cheaper, rogue-likes out there.
Would not recommend.. amazing game. SNES version is still the best though
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